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Schleicher had known him in the old army and now renewed
acquaintance in the Herrenklub. Alike in intelligence and know-
ledge of men,, he was the general's inferior, and to Schleicher he
appeared as the ideal agent of his policy. He was an aristocrat
but not one of the detested East Elbian Junkers; he was a Catholic
but not a faithful Centrist; he was in touch with big business, but
not part of it. He could therefore probably rally at least three
highly important sections of the community without being
terribly obnoxious to the other sections, as many other Herrenklub
members of much greater ability would have been. Dilettante,
pleasure-loving and always willing to experiment with a new
sensation, he would, Schleicher thought, be easily managed; he
had no idea that "Christian Conservatism" meant something to
Papen nor that the ex-Guard cavalryman was not only possessed
of a fixed determination to stand for the privileges of his class
but of inordinate personal ambition, that ambition which places
no great store on position but does place store on power and is
tenacious in pursuit of it. As the agent of big business Papen had
tasted power, and he much liked the taste of it.
Had the politicians been eager students of the Conservative
reviews they might have had an inkling of what was coming, for
they would have read and possibly read carefully an article of his
published a few weeks before in the Ring which went much further
than his occasional incursions into political mysticism in the
columns of the great Centrist daily, Germania> a majority of
whose shares he held in case of eventualities. In that article he
analysed the meaning of the Hindenburg victory and came to the
conclusion that it signified that "personality is everything, the
party nothing." The touching insistence of reaction on per-
sonality is one of its oldest tricks. But he went further and saw
in the victory a supreme chance for what he called "the rebirth of
the nation" and the duty of the President as the summoning to
power of "those worthy elements of the nation . . . which are
to be found in the great reservoir" of the Right parties, among
which he included the Centrists as the Christian Conservatives
par excellence with the task before them of creating "a truly Con-
servative bloc" It is true that he ended by indicating that the first

